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Mechanical Rides 

 

AMAZING MINDWINDER 
A huge thrill as guests spin themselves 
round & round as the amazing 
mindwinder takes them up and down.  
A true show stopper!   

 
   

LOO RACERS 
Loo Racers are our hot new ride.  
These battery operated racers can be 
operated on any flat surface with or 
without our inflatable racetrack.   Racers 
can be set to low speeds for younger 
children and faster speeds for adults.   

45 feet x 39 feet x 9 feet high 
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Mechanical Rides 

 

BANDIT BUMPER CARS 
Our amazing portable version of the 
amusement park classic.  Four 
contestants climb into four cars 
encased by our deluxed inflatable rink.  
Tons of fun.  Your guests will line up 
for their turn, and then come back for 
more!  

    

DIXIE WHIRLEY BIRD 
Share your muscle power with friends as you set the speed for this man-powered 
carnival thrill ride.  Rowing type motion powers this carnival favorite sending four 
daring participants  into a spinning motion.  Great fun for everyone.    Does not 
require an electrical source.    

 
   

 

ROCK 'N ROLL 
They just don't make them like this anymore!  
Transport yourself back to the early days of rock & 
roll as our 50's inspired classic ride promises to make 
your forget just where you are right  now.   
 

 
    

 

TRACKLESS TRAIN 
Chug. Chug.  Clickety Clack.  Clickety 
Clack.  Our trackless train will run on 
any flat surface or grass.  Great fun for 
small parties & picnics.  A perennial 
favorite at school fairs & community 
festivals.  Sure to thrill any young train 
fan.   

 

KIDDIE MERRY-GO-ROUND 
The pre-school set will delight in this 
true kiddie classic.   

 


